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ITEM NO:5783-AB 
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FIXTURE ASSEMBLY, MOUNTING, AND WIRING INSTRUCTIONS: 

 

Carefully remove the fixture out of the carton and check that all parts are included, 

referring to the above illustration.  Make sure that the electricity is turned off.   

1. Split the conductors of the fixture wire about 4 inches but be careful not to expose any 

of the wire inside of the insulation. 

1.  Connect the fixture ground wire to the outlet box ground wire using the wire nut.  

Connect the outlet box ground wire to the crossbar with the green hex-head ground 

screw to pre-tapped hole in the crossbar marked “GND”. 

2.  Connect the half of the fixture wire that is white, marked, or has a ribbed surface, to 

the outlet box supply wire (WHITE).  Connect the other half of the fixture wire 

that is black, unmarked, or has a smooth surface, to the outlet box supply wire 

(BLACK or RED).  Use wire nut provided. 

3.  Spread the electrical splices so that the black wire is on one side of the outlet box and 

the white wire is on the other side.  

4.  Slide the canopy up into place against the ceiling.  Slide the collar ring up and thread 

it onto the collar loop to secure the canopy in place. 

  When install the fixture : 

1.  Thread nipple(5)into coupling(4); 

2.  Slide the cap(2)onto nipple(3),and secure it with fixture loop(1); 

3.  Thread nipple(10)into nut(9),then install steel washer(11), rubber washer(12),glass 

shade(17), steel washer(13) onto nipple(10), and secure it with hex nut(14) ; 

4.  Install the decorative cap(15)onto nipple(10),and secure it with finial(16); 

5.  install the chain(6) onto hook(8)&hook(7); 

6.  The fixture is ready for lamping and installation! 

 

 


